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tfe suppose v.Imt families of vector mesone e>

, y,

t

~y ,

contain en infinite number of resonances with gradually increasing widths,. The asymptotic freedom requirement involves a
relationship between the electronic width of k-th resonance
and its mass It derivative over the number k,

Zrffi- . We

use this reletionship end ahow that for the families of Jr
and Y

mesons the moment from experimental function

К(&/

is equal to the sum of the moment from в Ьэге quark loop end
the edge term which steins from replacing of summation by integration. Ihese equalities are fulfilled up to 136 for 60 moments
in the *P -meson family and up to 2% for 96 moments in the

-V
f

-meson family. The electronic widths of the resonances

at hand and the

Ф -meson maea are calculated*

Pig. - , ref. - 7

©
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I. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate some advantages of considering the families of vector mesons ю

, U/ ,

~~y as consisting of infinite number of narrow resonances with
gradually increasing widths. For the families consisting of
heavy quarks we use the moment method proposed in ref. *- '. The
moment L

is an infinite sum which can be converted into integ-

ral if we use the relationship between electronic width

/ce
J A/

of the corresponding resonance and its mass derivative "'"^
which follows from asymptotic freedom. This integral is exactly equal to the bare loop moment. When replacing summation by
integration there arise extra edge terms. The moment from
experimental function R(s) appears to be ь ч иа1 to the sum of
the bare loop moment and th« edge terms. In our paper we take
into account the leading edge term which is

dependent of a

single nonobservable parameter. This parameter is the second
derivative from the )c-th resonance mass hi. over the number к
at k"1» We analytically continue the function %..-z^ff

from

integer nonnegative к to complex k, i.e. determine the derivatives

—'-£
^ к

. The n-th moment from experimental funet-

ion R(s) is equal to the sura of the bare loop moment and the
first edge term for the y> -meson family up to 1£ for the
first 60 moments.
Уог the ~y -meson family this equality is fulfilled up
to 2Й for the first 96 moments.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec.2 we obtain
formulae for heavy quarks. In Sec.3 these formulae are used

f

2
for the у

meson family and the electron widths of the known

6 resonances are calculated. In Sec.4 the same formulae are
applied to the ]f -meson family. In Sec.5 we consider vector
meaons consisting of light quarks. The principal method used
In this Section la operator expansion. The electronic widths
of

P (770) and Ф

(1600) mesons and the

meson mass are

calculated.
2.. Formulae for Vector Mesons Consisting of Heavy Quarks
Consider the polarisation operator connected with heavy
quark vector current

»>a C^J

and write the dispersion relat-

1

ion for Пр &) ae<- -»

where

3
i,t a sC
i.e. the ^
of 0

(2)

we consider the vector current of charmed quarkB,
-meaon family and at * s a

-quarks, i.e. the у

the vector current

-юеяоп family. In approximation

of infinite number of narrow resonances with the masses VL,
and electronic widths
(3)
KSQ

determine the moment 1^

Ъу the formula U » 2 J

In approximation of infinite number of narrow resonances eq.(4)

takes the form

J> Jt

r

*-<-

fii ik £ Z+* *
where ^>к~-^<
• ^ follows from the asymptotic freedom requirement that for large к *• -"

the function ^$

/iK

)

, №л

^ e determined by the well-known formula

is the mass of the corresponding

quarks, Q. is its charge. In eq,(6) and in the next formulae
we use the notations
C

a) J J

J

ъ

It may be proved that function ЬА- в С*)

given at k»Ot1,2,3

... can be continued to analytical function of the complex derivative к with a cut along the negative axis. To do so, one
should conformlly map the plane with the cut s inwards the
unit circle, i.e. make transformation VV

4
and map the plane of the complex variable к

in.vards the unit

circle by transformation X~(.fi<-i!<rJ/(J< +J&J

( ^ ia

an arbitrary positive number). The the function

at Z^Z^**

JA**^)

k-0,1,2, ... takea

the values V\^ = (v^-v'S^/^T^-ef 5 )

. Furthermore

we can apply the theorems presented in tho Walsh's bookL-->
(Chapter 1С). According to these theorems one nay construct
analytical in the unit circle function
tho values

;

W (.Z*. ) - 'И/,

If the aeries

2- ^

a

v* <*-/

which takes

t the points 2,<_ (k»=Oftf . . . ) .

J

converges, much function is

unique. Rteking inver.ge transfcr.-naticn from tJie unit circle to
the cut plane, let из prove t'is a.v. :.• formulated statement. To
ovoid imsunderstanding note, t.":r.t T;I? have not provel that
i3 analytical functicri of к

but have proved that function

can be continued from integer norme^ative values of к to analytical function with the cut along the negative axis. In this
sense analytical properties of the function •%(.*)

have not

been proved but only postulated. We may яиррояе another analytical properties of the function

^l'-K-t i.&x> it inwards the

unit circle and repeat the proofs. Then no. shall get another
analytical function. The theorem that two analytical functions
which, coincide ir. arbitrarily small 'region, coincide everywhere in the analytical region, does not tiovk because these
••.v/o functions coincide only at integer nonnegatlve values of
k.
Let us make use of eq3.{6-8) and write e<j. (5) in the form

(9)

К —Q

Replace summation by integration in eq.(10) employing the wellknown Eulc-Maclaurin formula {aMF)^1*which we write as

Г

p

where
~

Kare ЯTternulli
Written аз

Q £ & —

(12)

numbers, R is the EUF residual term \vhic?i can be
^О

» The firat five ]?ernulli numbers are equal to

B o « 1 , B 1 - -1/2, B2 « 1/6, D. - -1/30, Bg • 1/42.
All the Bernulli nunbers frora odd nuribors ore zero, В . . • 0,
except for B- . To derive ЕРУ it is necessary for the function
F(k) to have 2n continuous derivatives over к. В1Ы лп11 be
effective if theoo derivativea ate not too larco. 1?тр>1нз.гзе
that F.'i'li contains . finite munber of terms und ia exnet. VTnon
applying НИЛ to eq.(10) one should aelect separately the term

б
with lc»O# i.e. replace the sum by tne integral, starting from
k»1. This is done for two reasons: (1) eq.(6) is derived for
large к and one should better sot apply it to the ground state.
Efote that in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics the analogous
formula"'-'

E
*

""

(И)

for the considered in*-^ potentials has an accuracy ~- 2J6 for
k»O and a few parts of a per cent for к > 0. (2) The main
reason for which ВРЫ should be applied starting from k»1 is
a<A)
that, as will be shown below, the values

radpidly increase

with <L increasing and thus ВНР becomes noneffective. Let us
write
L

»~L*>,°'

o

>-

•

is the n-th noaent from the bare quark loop

(15)

7
.' s the. first correction arising .from replacing summation by
integration in eq.(10). The*

values

entering eq.(18) are the

following

(20)

(21)
Л i-я •»

» ^

лf

are

*^e next corrections arising from

replacing summation by integration
(22)

дUs- =

(23)

In what follows we will restrict ourselves to the first correction. Pirst we will obtain a convenient formula to calculate
1

. Replace in eq.(19) the integration variable 5 "

S'iX\

. Then we get for 4^
~ ип-я. fit**- \ i

'
(24)

8

Z=

(25)

where

^

(26)

^" I
Рог

лп

we may readily get the recurrent formula
(27)

Since Лд — Vj^
all value» of

then U3ing eq. (27) one can easily calculate

t

X*

and, consequently, find the values of

A •(f
let us find

(28)
VZ0

(29)

In further transformations we used

3L\/

Sf- *
*

(3D

J

(32)

and

(34)
Write

(35)
should be considered as the n-th moment (up to the

factor то (Ут+J ) from experimental function K^ C^>J , Then
Lf,

is the n-th moment from the bare quark loop. In order

У

to obtain L^
the term

&, L

from 1~„о
A

one should add to the latter

connected with the edge terms which arise

when replacing summation by integration with SfclF. It ia essential that
meter

J_rt /is determined by single nonobservable para-

-Meson Pamily
Kowadaya 6 jr -mesons have been found (see the Table). The
simplest mass formula which describes these 6 mesons is

where Si and £

are the parameters which can be found from

the requirement S^-^ffip, &z= v^*£J$e
tf- 17.6973 GeV 2 ,

I» 0.246

(37)

At these values of д and 0 eq.(36) gives the values
Л,

. V*5

» Ю.611 GeV
- 10.825

(38)

- 11.011 GeV
Comparing the mass values Jn^

t

Jn^

, jHg'

with the

table ones we see that the mass formula (32) describes the
meson messes up to ~>30 MeV. That is why we will not write
more complicated formulae with great number of parameters. It
follows from the mass formula (36) that

If we apply BMP starticg from k»0. we get
A
2
^o
m 17.84 GeV^ f
- 221.11 GeV2 ,
-5e

- -

The fast growth of derivatives

%
5 0 . .36.26
2247.0^1 GeV2 .

Oe

with the number

does not allow us to apply BMP starting from k«0.

11
At k-1
2

2

Ъ±

- 7.93 GeV ,

% - - 3 . 1 8 GeV ,

^ - 3 , 8 3 GeV%

£

• -7.68 GeV 2 , i.e. the derivatives over number at

lc«1 are small and SUP must work well.
Let ua choose for definitenese the паев value of Ъ-quarlc
Ш, « 4.1 GeVl-JJ. Then the ri^it- and left-handed parts of
eq.(35) can be easily calculated. The right- and left-handed
parts of eq.(35) for the first 96 parameters coincide with an
accuracy better than 2%, At n-100 the difference between the
right- and left handed parts of eq.(35) is 1856 . At n-104 it
is 1250*.
Using eqs.(6),(39) we calculate at

HI • 4.1 GeV the

electronic widths of all 6 f -mesons in the zsrc in dj^
approximation. The account of the first

o/,

correction

reduces to. replacing^
(40)
where

^ ч

f it

*• /Hi — -^" д 5 + ^ ) /

^<

At

~j

^

« £ « 0.15 for

§]^

(41)
we obtain

e e « 0.397,

5 " °*308»

§y« 0.235,

^ - 0.226.

5." 0.274,

^-0.256,

The values for the calculated electronic widths with the
account of the first

Ы*

correction are given in the Table.
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4. ^ -Meson Family
At present 6.

^ -mesons have been, found (see Table).

To describe them we will use the mass formula (3D). However,
unlike
У

~\/ meson family, the K-dependence of
-meson family is not so regular as in the

family,

у

and Ф

К

for the

~y-meson

fall out from the smooth curve.

It is Impossible to find coefficients from first three resonances because corresponding

equations have

no solutions. Of course, one can write a more complicated
formula with a greater number of parameters and describe all 6
\L> -mesons with it. But if one uses such a formula, then
because of urregular J^-dependence of &>^

the %

deri-

vativea will be large and EPM will not effectively work. On the
other hand, according to potential model

&

and ^<,

nesonsare Estates and they must be described by another mass
formula. We will describe by eq.(36) four

Ф

-mesons with

the mass squares

She

Q

and

т»воп family in

t5

values for the terms of the *P

£ -state are
(43)

For the я&вв Л*~ V\L calculated by eq. (36) with the parame
I

ter» (43) we obtain
Рог the first values

Л^ЧЛ^СвУ^та^-Л
-*> ' we obtain

of Лж _J* 4,

= -/бв.
Thus.

Уо

meson should be considered separately,

for the first four Talues of

ол

we obtain

Consequently, application og SFK starring from

J^,

is

valid. All the further calculations are made by the sane formulae
as in the

Y

-meson familyYThe rignt- and left-handed parts

of «q.(35) coincide for the first 60 momenta up to 1%. The difference between the right- and left-handed of eq.(35) for п*65
is 10% and for n«70 is already 1263%.
Bmphaaize the difference between our approach and that of

Г27
and that of ref**~ д.
tal function
corrections

То obtain the noosnt from the experimen-

K^ C ^ /

the authors of ref. *^Jadd- the power

to the bare quark loop moment, i.e. the mean value

from gluon condensate. In our approach, to obtain the moment
fron the experimental function

/ ? c £*)

urn add the edge

terms arising from replacement of summation by JSFM integration
to the bare loop moment. These two approaches do not contradict
each other if the edge terms for the forst 8 moments coincide
with the power corrections.
Using eqs.(6),(39) we calculate at rfV* i,25GeV the electron widths
of
xero
in approximation.
The

oC j.

correction for the

meson family is taken into account in the в а м way as for the

14
у

-meaon family:, one should replace f\ £ C * < ^ * ^ ^ C*

and take for

^a~O*A.

* Por

tne

^^

raluea we

get:
The raluee of the electron widths with the account of the oLb
first correction are giren in the Table. The calculated xaluea

ее

re.l

of

/ ji

and ' i-kh

comparing

agree with tzperiment. When

/ - j. лим lgr with experiment It should be noted

that we did not take into account a part of the

f

-meaon

in D-states. That is why when comparing with experiment one
should replace

Ц

*£*р

' rap

з

/

In addition, a part of the background should be added to
1

?
5» bight quarks
on operator
Consider the polarization

to the light
ht

Q 2 - -q 2

current quark J

'• • I *? У

x

()

related

^USS^

and
(47)

Tht dispereion relation for

^J *)

is

Г

J

g
*

««о

In the model at hand w*> can use for. _*\
' -' eqs«(3)
and (6) with replacing A' £ * » #
^L
The moment approach used for heavy quarks is not suitable for
light quarks therefore we will use operator expansion method.
Substitute into eq. (48)
eq. (3) t make use of E M and get

К

<-*'

defined by

1

г^ F P ^ S V V«

(49)

The dispersion relation (48),(49) is written without subtractions for simplicity since, as it will be aemn below, divergent
terns cancel.
The operator expansion in this case has the formu
'*••

J

(50)

where

(52)

(53)

16

/6-*
(54)

Adopt that

\<0(f
At large Q

eq.(49) must coincide with the operator expansion.

The divergent parts of both formulae cancel and thus wo get-,

the left-handed part of eq. (57) i n
that derlratires

<>^

jQ*~

and assuming

do not grow too fastly with к

increasing, remain the f i r s t four terms in the right-handed
part of eq.(57). Equalling the terms of one order i n
in the right and left-handed parts of eq. (57), we obtain

%

-\+J*j. ~7х*** ~°

(58)

(59)

(60)

17

whert

Let us employ

eq. (#8) to find

manipulations tie obtain

a

<*.*

. After

siraple

^

«4)

s= 2-.Ь Ъ &***

and all A^ can be neglected compared with

the corresponding degrees of
unknown but we suppose that

•%

in eqs. (62)-(64). А« ia

A<$ ^ ^ %j,

t

We will

use three equations (62)-(64) to find three raluee

*o=kSb*

.

(65)
<66)

с

(67)

18
After simple transformations we get the final answer
(68)

bet ue check up seleonsistency of the method. We obtain from
•q.

can be found using the foimula

!• oadt in eq. (72) -»</ "^

, -

aad next tens. It followa fron eq. (72) that

The smallness of

*^t

and

*4t

indicate*

the self-consistency of the nethod.
The electronic width with the account of the first correction it determined by
(74)

19
<*4>(*m^)

Substituting

-0.34 and

<*ъ(т;')

-0.25

we obtain ^=*3C*««Vand Г^* s Ъ.Ъ? MeVt
6, Conclusion
The model of Infinite number of narrow resonances at first
eight contradicts experiment. Consider, for example, the jr
meson family* Experimentally, there are б resonances and then is
a smooth background where there is no resonance structure. Consider eq. (36) at large k. At к »

1 it follows from eq. (36) that

i.e. the distances between resonances decreases with к increasing. Taking into account the resonance widths one should replace

and tha foraula for H^takes the form
'
"* »X M Г *"'

If at к >

5 the widths obey inequalities
^K.

then

*£<-^'

at

*>-5e

<^<- - V

(78)

will be asmooth function and

all formulae of our paper will not change.
П и author is indebted to B.L.Ioffe, 7.А.Лот!кот, M.V.Terentyer for uaeful diaotwsions.
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£*!&£•Conparieon of computed values of electronic widths u _
L,
with the experimental values (J~K )
tor the families
t \L> ~» P ^nesons
™
Mesons

Пс

9460.О+О.И

<

r.
%
¥i
ft.

1.14

1.22+0.05

10023-4+0.3 0.30+0.007

0.40

0.50

0.54+0.03

? + 0 # 0 1 ° 0.29
ЮЭ55.5+0.5 O0' O01 21i0.O04

0.37

O.4O+O.O3

24+ 2

0.23

0.30

0.24+0.05

110+ 13

0.20

0.26

0.31+0.07

79+ 16

0.18

0.23

0.13+0.03

0.93

5.07

4.7 + 0.3

• 3686.0+0.1 0.215+0.040 0.42

2.34

2.1 ± 0.2

10577 + 4
10665 + б

'

11019 ± 9

3096.9+0.1 0.063+0.009

"K 4О3О
•

+ 5

52+10

. 0.29

ti . 4159

+ 20

78+20

.

• 6

43+20

. 0.22

4415

? . 770+3
?' .1590 • 20 ,

153+ 2

1.64

0.75+0.15
0.77+0.23

о.:м

1.25

0.47+0.10

5.3

6.9 + 0.3

3.97

7.5 + 1.5

/ ^ , [Ig fa for the f* иеяоп family one should replace

V4
c c

.

0.26+0.15

260+100 . 0.65

3/4

r

GeV

0.94

25+3 .

( /.

f

0.043+0.03

tz .3769.9+2.4

Vs-

LCI *

«л;

«ass,
MeV

• (2.3 • 0.2^k*? (
2/3 П,£х/>

- (1.33 • 0.2)КеУ

(0.73 + 0.15) Ж#Т.
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